
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

  

English 
In English, we will be using our 

flow topic to inspire us to write a 

shape poem about rivers. We will 
also create an adventure story 

linked to some characters and 
settings in our class book. 

Maths  

Maths will be taught using the Singapore 
maths scheme. We will be learning all 

about converting different units of 

measure and mass. We will then use this 
knowledge to solve word problems. 

 

PE 
We will have two sessions a week of PE. We will be doing a creative 

games unit on a Thursday and swimming on a Friday.  
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PSHE - Jigsaw 
Our jigsaw piece is ‘Healthy Me’. 
We will be learning how to make 

good choices so we can be 
physically and mentally healthy. 

Reading 

We will be reading daily in Accelerated 
Reader. 

Our Class Book is: 
Wind in the Willows 

Art/ DT 

We will use a variety of materials to 
make and test water wheels, and 

design and construct a strong, sturdy 
bridge. We will also use watercolours 

to create abstract water patterns. 
 

 
 

 
 

Geography 

In geography, we will be learning 
about the features of a river and 

will study a local river in detail. 
We will use four figure grid 

references to describe the location 
of rivers and will use maps and 

atlases to explore the rivers around 
the world. 

RE 
We will be learning about the 

religion Christianity. The focus is 

on Ash Wednesday and Lent. We 
will learn how and why Christians 

celebrate Lent, and why they give 
up a distracting habit during this 

time. 

Science 

We will be learning all about light 
and shadow. The children will gain 

an understanding of reflection and 
how shadows are formed and how 

they change. 

Computing 
We will be using search engines 

effectively and will be combining 
images and text to present 
information about rivers. 

French 

We will be learning new French 
vocabulary about colours and clothes. We 

will be able to describe what we are 
wearing or like to wear.  


